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The end of August finds many praying for those effected by Hurricane Harvey.
Such destruction will take a long time to recover and some of you will have a
different experience as you find a winter home. August has been reasonably
quiet with a few exceptions. I know northeast Kansas has had some rain
issues. We have been working hard to provide an RV Rally that you will
enjoy. With many helpers, several door prizes have been provided by many
businesses in the Hutchinson area.
NOW is the time to finish preparations for the Kansas RV Rally. Get your
reservations in, pack the RV, fill it up with fuel and head to the Fair Grounds in
Hutchinson. Early bird parking will start on September 24 at 1:00 pm; we will
have a couple of games on Tuesday, a few more on Wednesday, and a bunch
on Thursday, Friday and more on Saturday. So, come and enjoy.
Karen and I left Wednesday, August 30 for Hutchinson to work the RV Park for
the Kansas State Fair. We will be there until September 18, come home load
the car with Kansas Rally materials, then head to the Missouri RV Rally. The
following Saturday head back to Hutchinson to help get ready for the Kansas
RV Rally. Of course, after our Rally we will attend the Oklahoma RV Rally.
Not sure how or when I will have time to compose the October Newsletter but
will do our best to keep all informed.
Karen and I wish to extend a large Thank You for your vote of confidence to
continue as your State Directors for the next two years. Without the help of
many this would not be possible as it takes many volunteers to keep the
wheels rolling.
A reminder that many chapters choose to turn in their rosters for 2018 during
the Rally. This helps Pat Nippert a bunch as it gives her the time required to
finalize her reports for Good Sam Support.
Will close for now, if you have any questions about the Rally or Chapter
renewal please contact us and we will help you, so we will see you all at the
Rally.
Make Your Journey Count
Dean & Karen

